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elder peter kalifornskyKaUfomsky native storyteller talks to a group of children
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timothy joseph above left takes time out at the climbing tree during the camp jesse kanutakkayutakKanu tak above right shares a string game with others
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camping on the kenai leads to bonding
by ME lee coray
Kenakenaltzekenaitzeitze indian tribe

KENAI the van was so loaded
we couldnt see out the back window
it bounced and rattled down the
twisting gravel road farther and
farther into the woods and away from
the towns of thedie central peninsula and
the crazy pace the peak of tourist
season and commercial fishing

with the distance came silence and
someome concern on the part of the staff

what have we gotten ourselves into
I1now

what followed were long days rain
16 pre teens and teens and much learn-
ing for the staff and the youth we all
grew we all learned

we thought at one point that maybe
it wasnt OK maybe we had missed
the point and were not connecting in
the way we wanted to with these
children then we had our closing
ceremony we joined together to
honor each other and share as a group
for the final tunetime

As the children spoke we realized
we had accomplished our goal they
hugged each other and spoke in
positive terms about the camp the
time together the things we had done
as a group and the wanting to return
for a camp next year

seven of these reluctant campers
returned the following week to work
as junior leaders for the younger

children they had a bond with each
other and ties with the staff that grew
the following week as they learned to
help the younger ones to be responsi-
ble and to take one more positive step
toward adulthood

for a second time we gatgatheredherid in the
circle for closing ceremony we had
more sunshine this week a little this
day the junior leaders had worked
hard they were tired

A well deserved surprise awaited
them as part of the closing ceremony
after the ceremony for the little
campers we presented each of the
junior leaders with a beaded and bone
necklace to acknowledge their ac-
complishments and effort they inin

turn honored us by giving each of us
a name they had chosen for us

the circle isis bigger now it holds
many children and teens includes the
elders and the tribal teachers and its
light shines brightly

the Kenakenaitwkenaitzeitze indian tribes child
protection team yaghenenYag henen A safe
place 42s0offerederedfourered four weeks ofcamp
this year this article refers to the two
weeks of overnightove might camp because of
the diversity of the population in the
area the children served represented
native peoplefrornpeople from throughoutthrough6utalaskaalaska

Staffstafforfor the yaghenenYaghenen program are
lee coray bertha waskey sheila
sjokinshokin and sondra shaginoffShaKinoff


